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While the sun lingers on the horizon, the village of Anthia is besieged by vicious demons and their frightful guard. As the villagers run from their burrowed homes, Abobo and Ilashu are consumed by the tumult, but they manage to find a way to the basement to
escape the madness. Once in the basement, they discover a strange family of monsters, and a massive portal into a different world. The monsters appear to be devoid of emotions, but they have a different way of communicating and some speak in a language that

can be understood by mortals. Abobo and Ilashu are apparently the last mortal descendants of an ancient civilization that had long since dissolved, and their task is to learn and improve the monsters’ human-like skills. However, as the situation proceeds beyond
Abobo’s control, he is forced to make a crucial decision. The monsters may hold the key to a lost civilization, but can they be trusted as neighbors and allies? Can they be taught to behave like human beings? Or does the prophecy foretell that a chain of events will
begin that will end in catastrophe? ◆Features: A unique world full of peculiar monsters, and individuals with strange powers An epic storyline to enjoy with multiple endings Excellent graphics Multiple gameplays to challenge the players through different levels “I'm

from a village named Anthia. I'm a high school student, but I am also a "Monster Hunter" I've never played a Monster Hunter before, but I will do my best to help you.” A new kind of monster hunting begins. “Welcome to my "Home" I hope you will stay here with me! I
will work hard every day to make you comfortable.” Set in the gorgeous world of Planet Blue, Hunter X Hunter fans are ready to enter into a whole new experience. Use new monsters and weapons to hunt monsters in an epic adventure featuring new game mechanics

and a multitude of quests. Key Features Hunt with a whole new set of monsters in the most beautiful and haunting world ever seen in a Monster Hunter game! Discover the mysteries of the monsters, set in the most vivid world ever seen in a Monster Hunter game!
New gameplay mechanics make this the most immersive experience ever in a Monster Hunter game!Q: Retrofit.callToApi using post method with only two parameters?

Features Key:
Command your slave to draw a picture on the wall in a new challenge every day
Slave Ghost is full of mysterious secrets, hidden rooms and challenging puzzles

Collect stamps as you pass each level in order to unlock the next
Share your progress online with your friends on Facebook!

SETTINGS

Privacy Settings:

After you successfully login to your account you will notice an additional option 'Privacy Settings' on the top right corner of the application. On/off setting for Wi-Fi/data locations your smartphone/tablet IP is requesting. It's a good idea to deside if you want this data to be
visible across the internet or if they are only visible to you/your family/friends.

If you have selected 'Off' for your IP settings you can still use slave ghost through your public IP on your network, but you will not be allowed to save and save progress and shared your status online. The IP address will only be visible to your administration or to users who
have the password included. Also your settings are visible while you are offline.

Misc:

Daily login: You can login automatically by creating an account. It helps if you are busy, you don't know how to switch off the visibility of your location or if the application freezes. You can also choose if you want to unlock the next level automatically after finishing all levels
of the day or if you want to be asked every day if you want to go for the next level for a given amount of time.

Last save: This is on the other hand optional. There will be a save ability in further update of our first version.

Background: There are 2 colours to choose from, one is white and the other one is black.
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